Snap Installation Instructions
1. With the Softopper canopy on the Softopper frame, mark
with a pen the desired location(s) for the new snap(s).
2. Remove the Softopper canopy from the frame, and place it
with the OUTSIDE FACING DOWN on a hard surface.
3. Using a hole punching device, punch a small hole (1/8”)
where you marked the snap location on the fabric.
4. Place the Button, Tube side up, onto the Base.
5. Place Base with Button under the fabric, and insert the Tube
into the hole in the fabric.

4.

5.

6.
7.

6. Place the Socket onto the Tube with the ring of the Socket facing up.
7. While keeping the Flaring Tool perpendicular to the Base, hold the bottom of the Flaring Tool in the circular
opening of the tube. Strike the top of the Flaring Tool with a hammer until the tube flattens over the opening of the
Socket, locking the fabric between the Button and the Socket until they are no longer loose or capable of spinning.
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